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"Marginalised workers of the late twentieth century were those last hired in times
of plenty and first fired in times of recession. Often women, Maori, or people from
the Pacific, they were frequently unemployed, and marginalised within the union
movement as well as the labour force. Workers in the Margins tells the story of
those workers in the tumultous years of post-war New Zealand. These were
years characterised by massive changes in the workforce, as it expanded to
accommodate a growing urban Maori population and an increasing desire for
women to enter paid work. The world of trade unions and employment conflicts,
such as the 1951 waterfront lockout, was vigorous and challenging. As free
market policies deregulated the labour market and splintered the union
movement toward the end of the century, Te Roopu Rawakore o Aotearoa, the
national unemployment and beneficiaries' movement, gave a new voice to
workers in the margins"--Publisher information.
Jackie Sheehan traces the background and development of workers clashes with
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the Chinese Communist Party through mass campaigns such as the 1956-7
Hundred Flowers movement, the Cultural Revolution, the April Fifth Movement of
1976, Democracy Wall and the 1989 Democracy Movement. The author provides
the most detailed and complete picture of workers protest in China to date and
locates their position within the context of Chinese political history. Chinese
Workers demonstrates that the image of Chinese workers as politically
conformist and reliable supporters of the Communist Party does not match the
realities of industrial life in China. Recent outbreaks of protest by workers are
less of a departure from the past than is generally realized.
The historical experiences of workers organizing in Europe and the United States
figure among many other forms of workers' resistance resulting from the variety
of labour relations in the global past. They cannot and will not be uniformly
duplicated or copied from their present form in the global transformations of
labour and workers' movements that we are witnessing today. Nevertheless, in
the twentieth century trade unionism as a form of collective agency among
workers became a global phenomenon, be it in very different national and
political contexts. With growing numbers of workers being exposed to wage
labour and therefore to labour markets, the cases of workers organizing in the
original heartlands of trade unionism in Europe and the United States can provide
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a historical background for future prospects and transformations. Based on
comparisons of long-term developments and focusing on transnational
connections, this book shows that historically there have been many varieties of
trade unionism, emerging independently or crucially transforming older ones, and
that these varieties and transformations can be explained by specific and
changing labour regimes. The case studies all start from Dutch examples, or
incorporate a Dutch element, but the comparative and transnational approach
connects these histories to general developments in Europe and United States
from the eighteenth century to the twenty-first.
"Workers in union contains transcripts or reproductions of 42 documents
concerning the history of working people and their organisations. The documents
are accompanied by extensive commentaries and references to sources of
furthur information. There is a general introduction on the history of organised
labour in Ireland and the volume is illustrated throughout." --Back cover.
This impressive collection offers the first systematic global and comparative
history of textile workers over the course of 350 years. This period covers the
major changes in wool and cotton production, and the global picture from preindustrial times through to the twentieth century. After an introduction, the first
part of the book is divided into twenty national studies on textile production over
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the period 1650-2000. To make them useful tools for international comparisons,
each national overview is based on a consistent framework that defines the
topics and issues to be treated in each chapter. The countries described have
been selected to included the major historic producers of woollen and cotton
fabrics, and the diversity of global experience, and include not only European
nations, but also Argentina, Brazil, China, Egypt, India, Japan, Mexico, Turkey,
Uruguay and the USA. The second part of the book consists of ten comparative
papers on topics including globalization and trade, organization of production,
space, identity, workplace, institutions, production relations, gender, ethnicity and
the textile firm. These are based on the national overviews and additional
literature, and will help apply current interdisciplinary and cultural concerns to a
subject traditionally viewed largely through a social and economic history lens.
Whilst offering a unique reference source for anyone interested in the history of a
particular country's textile industry, the true strength of this project lies in its
capacity of international comparison. By providing global comparative studies of
key textile industries and workers, both geographically and thematically, this book
provides a comprehensive and contemporary analysis of a major element of the
world's economy. This allows historians to challenge many of the received ideas
about globalization, for instance, highlighting how global competition for lower
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production costs is by no means a uniquely modern issue, and has b
Since economists traditionally focus on market activities, women's non-wage
labour has not been registered in works on economic development. On the other
hand, women's wage labour has been described as supplementary or marginal to
the household income as well as to economic development as a whole. The
contributors to this collection did their research on women workers in countries
from the core, the semiperiphery, and the periphery. The eight articles are
introduced by Kathryn Ward, who presents a critical overview of the literature on
women workers and globalization. In Ward's opinion we have to develop new
definitions for some key concepts in our theories on women and work. These
concepts should aim at including housework and work in the informal sector, and
women's various acts of resistance. Ward also suggests new perspectives from
which we should theorize about women's work in the process of global
restructuring.
First published in 1984. This volume brings together many of the foremost French and
North American specialists on the French working class movement. Although they differ
substantially in their theoretical and ideological orientation, they share a left
perspective. Their original essays provide a coherent and comprehensive analysis of
the history of the movement, focusing on the constraints and opportunities created by
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the economic crisis of the 1970s and the political change ushered in by the Socialist
Party’s victory in 1981.
From the founding of New Amsterdam until today, working people have helped create
and re-create the City of New York through their struggles. Starting with artisans and
slaves in colonial New York and ranging all the way to twenty-first-century gig-economy
workers, this book tells the story of New York’s labor history anew. City of Workers,
City of Struggle brings together essays by leading historians of New York and a wealth
of illustrations, offering rich descriptions of work, daily life, and political struggle. It
recounts how workers have developed formal and informal groups not only to advance
their own interests but also to pursue a vision of what the city should be like and whom
it should be for. The book goes beyond the largely white, male wage workers in
mainstream labor organizations who have dominated the history of labor movements to
look at enslaved people, indentured servants, domestic workers, sex workers, day
laborers, and others who have had to fight not only their masters and employers but
also labor groups that often excluded them. Through their stories—how they fought for
inclusion or developed their own ways to advance—it recenters labor history for
contemporary struggles. City of Workers, City of Struggle offers the definitive account of
the four-hundred-year history of efforts by New York workers to improve their lives and
their communities. In association with the exhibition City of Workers, City of Struggle:
How Labor Movements Changed New York at the Museum of the City of New York
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Although sport historians and sociologists have researched the worldwide economic
and political impact of sport, there is a vital part of the history of sport that`s never been
completely told. . .until now! >The Story of Worker Sport> is the first book published in
English to cover, in-depth, the history of the worker sport movement.Worker sport
became prominent during the years between WWI and WWII, fostered by the
development of communism and socialism. In >The Story of Worker Sport,> sport and
labor history experts from 10 countries discuss the development, fall, and economic
effects of worker sport in their own countries. Here are some of the worker
countries:--Germany. Dominated by both worker and bourgeouis Turner movements,
which believed in creating well-prepared, well-rounded athletes until outlawed by Hitler
before WWII.-France. Worker isolation and fragmentation kept worker sport from the
success of other economically-advanced countries.-The former Soviet Union. Early
experiments in creating a new proletarian sports system and the involvement of the
Communist International and Red Sport International organizations affected attitudes of
workers to sport and politics between the world wars.-Finland. The creation of and
conflict between the Finnish Gymnastics and Sports Federation (SVUL) and the Finnish
Worker Sport Federation (TUL) from 1906 until today.-Austria. Movement based on the
cultural concept of Austro-Marxism, which is unique in all worker sport. After WWII, the
organization was used to integrate workers into existing society rather than to further
political aims and it remains today the strongest organization of the Austrian labor
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movement.-Israel. Hapoel, formed in 1926, is the largest and strongest sport
organization in Israel and the only worker sport organization actually controlling its
country`s sport despite a continuing debate over the organization`s ideals.Because
these and other worker sport movements affected most economically-developed
countries, the book also briefly surveys 18 other countries and their experiences with
worker sport. It also includes over 100 photos and facsimilies of original documents to
help illustrate the worker sport movement`s vital role in the history of sport.
The traditionally negative association between women and technology is one of the
features of the sex-typing of jobs. Men identify themselves with technology, and
technology is identified with masculinity. The relationship between technology,
technological change and women's work is, however, very complex. Women Workers
and Technological Change rejects the idea that women were mainly employed as
unskilled labour, asserting that skill was required from the women, but that both the
historical record about women's work and the social construction of 'skill' have denied
this. Denying the existence of an objective meaning of skill has far-reaching
consequences for what has, for a long time, been seen as a major outcome of
technological change: de-skilling. If skill has no meaning, neither does de-skilling. Skill
and technology have been widely used to describe, explain and justify the segregation
of work. Through studies examining technological change and the sexual division of
labour, this book traces the origins of the segregation between women's work and
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men's work. Drawing on research from a number of European countries, the
contributors present detailed studies on women's work spanning two centuries, and
deal with a variety of work environments - office work, textiles, pottery, food production,
and women's war work. This diverse collection offers a unique opportunity to explore
segregative factors on the labour market, and will be of interest to all those studying
women's studies and labour relations, sociologists, historians and the general reader.
This work offers a new interpretation of Australia's convict past. It is based on a detailed
analysis of records of 20,000 male and female convicts - one in three of those
transported to New South Wales between 1817 and 1840.
Tracing the origin of work with the ‘impotent poor’ under the Poor Laws, to social
workers’ current responsibilities towards vulnerable people, this book introduces the
reader to the way in which the identification of particular social problems at the end of
the nineteenth century led to the emergence of a wide range of separate occupational
groups and voluntary workers, which were sometimes, but increasingly, referred to as
social workers. Using an extended single chronological historical narrative and analysis,
which draws heavily on original archival sources and contemporary literature, it
addresses the changes which took place as part of the welfare state and the
identification of common roles and responsibilities by social workers, which led to the
formation of the British Association of Social Workers in 1970. By highlighting the
changes and continuities in these roles and responsibilities, this book will be of interest
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to all academics, students, and practitioners working within social work, who wish to
know more about the origins of their discipline and the current state of the profession
today.
During the early years of this century, the classic factory system of the industrial revolution
evolved rapidly into a new, identifiable form that would characterize American and world
industry for most of the twentieth century. This transformation, as important for industrial
managers, workers, and consumers as the initial creation of the factory, is the subject of Daniel
Nelson’s illuminating synthesis, updated and expanded to include the scholarship of recent
decades. This edition of Managers and Workers describes the interrelations between
technological and organizational innovation, including such familiar developments as the
spread of mass production and the emergence of scientific management, and other
developments that were little known when the first edition of this book appeared, such as the
revolution in factory architecture, the changing role of the foreman, and the spread of
personnel work. The volume also incorporates the best scholarship of the 1970s, 1980s, and
1990s, some of it stimulated by Managers and Workers, and includes a new chapter on the
role of organized labor in the early twentieth-century factory. The focus of the work, however,
remains the individual managers and workers who created the twentieth-century factory
system. The preeminent historian of the American business firm, Alfred D. Chandler Jr.
reviewed the first edition of Managers and Workers in The Journal of Economic History,
predicting that this book would “long remain the standard work on the origins of the American
factory.” The second edition will make that prediction true for the 1990s and beyond.
Escaping the traditional focus on Paris, the author examines the divergent political identities of
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two occupational groups in Lyon, metal and silk workers, who, despite having lived and worked
in the same city, developed different patterns of political practices and bore distinct political
identities. This book also examines in detail the way that gender relations influenced industrial
change, skill, and political identity. Combining empirical data collected in French archives with
social science theory and methods, this study argues that political identities were shaped by
the intersection of the prevailing political climate with the social relations surrounding work in
specific industrial settings.
You mean this place we go to five days a week has a history? Cubed reveals the unexplored
yet surprising story of the places where most of the world's work—our work—gets done. From
"Bartleby the Scrivener" to The Office, from the steno pool to the open-plan cubicle farm,
Cubed is a fascinating, often funny, and sometimes disturbing anatomy of the white-collar
world and how it came to be the way it is—and what it might become. In the mid-nineteenth
century clerks worked in small, dank spaces called “counting-houses.” These were all-male
enclaves, where work was just paperwork. Most Americans considered clerks to be
questionable dandies, who didn’t do “real work.” But the joke was on them: as the great
historical shifts from agricultural to industrial economies took place, and then from industrial to
information economies, the organization of the workplace evolved along with them—and the
clerks took over. Offices became rationalized, designed for both greater efficiency in the
accomplishments of clerical work and the enhancement of worker productivity. Women entered
the office by the millions, and revolutionized the social world from within. Skyscrapers filled
with office space came to tower over cities everywhere. Cubed opens our eyes to what is a
truly "secret history" of changes so obvious and ubiquitous that we've hardly noticed them.
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From the wood-paneled executive suite to the advent of the cubicles where 60% of Americans
now work (and 93% of them dislike it) to a not-too-distant future where we might work
anywhere at any time (and perhaps all the time), Cubed excavates from popular books,
movies, comic strips (Dilbert!), and a vast amount of management literature and business
history, the reasons why our workplaces are the way they are—and how they might be better.
First published in 1986. This book explores developments in the cinema, sport, holidays,
gambling, drinking and many more recreational activities, and situates working-class leisure
within the determining economic and social context. In particular, the inventiveness of working
people ‘at play’ is highlighted. Drawing on an extensive range of source material, the book
has a wide general appeal, and will be useful to those professionally concerned with leisure, as
well as teachers and students of social history, and all those interested in the patterns of
working-class life in the past.
groundwork for a new corporate ethos of ruthless cost cutting and mass layoffs. -Alexander concludes that the coming of apartheid effectively ended an era of multiracial
unionism.

Workers' compensation was arguably the first widespread social insurance
program in the United States--before social security, Medicare, or unemployment
insurance--and the most successful form of labor legislation to emerge from the
early progressive movement. In A Prelude to the Welfare State, Price V.
Fishback and Shawn Everett Kantor challenge widespread historical perceptions
by arguing that workers' compensation, rather than being an early progressive
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victory, succeeded because all relevant parties--labor and management,
insurance companies, lawyers, and legislators--benefited from the ruling.
Since its founding in 1956 in Spain's Basque region, the Mondragón Corporation
has been a touchstone for the international cooperative movement. Its nearly
three hundred companies and organizations span areas from finance to
education. In its industrial sector Mondragón has had a rich experience over
many years in manufacturing products as varied as furniture, kitchen equipment,
machine tools, and electronic components and in printing, shipbuilding, and metal
smelting. Making Mondragón is a groundbreaking look at the history of worker
ownership in the Spanish cooperative. First published in 1988, it remains the best
source for those looking to glean a rich body of ideas for potential adaptation and
implementation elsewhere from Mondragón's long and varied experience. This
second edition, published in 1991, takes into account the major structural and
strategic changes that were being implemented in 1990 to allow the enterprise to
compete successfully in the European common market. Mondragón has created
social inventions and developed social structures and social processes that have
enabled it to overcome some of the major obstacles faced by other worker
cooperatives in the past. William Foote Whyte and Kathleen King Whyte describe
the creation and evolution of the Mondragón cooperatives, how they have
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changed through decades of experience, and how they have struggled to
maintain a balance between their social commitments and economic realities.
The lessons of Mondragón apply most clearly to worker cooperatives and other
employee-owned firms, but also extend to regional development and stimulating
and supporting entrepreneurship, whatever the form of ownership.
Domestic and caregiving work has been at the core of human existence
throughout history. A team of international scholars addresses the issues of
state, agency, and domestic service in colonizer frames globally in historical
perspectives.
Workers' compensation was arguably the first widespread social insurance
program in the United States and the most successful form of labor legislation to
emerge from the early Progressive Movement. Adopted in most states between
1910 and 1920, workers' compensation laws have been paving seen as the way
for social security, Medicare, unemployment insurance, and eventually the broad
network of social welfare programs we have today. In this highly original and
persuasive work, Price V. Fishback and Shawn Everett Kantor challenge
widespread historical perceptions, arguing that, rather than being an early
progressive victory, workers' compensation succeeded because all relevant
parties—labor and management, insurance companies, lawyers, and
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legislators—benefited from the legislation. Thorough, rigorous, and convincing, A
Prelude to the Welfare State: The Origins of Workers' Compensation is a major
reappraisal of the causes and consequences of a movement that ultimately
transformed the nature of social insurance and the American workplace.
The power of unions in workers' lives and in the American political system has
declined dramatically since the 1970s. In recent years, many have argued that
the crisis took root when unions stopped reaching out to workers and workers
turned away from unions. But here Lane Windham tells a different story.
Highlighting the integral, often-overlooked contributions of women, people of
color, young workers, and southerners, Windham reveals how in the 1970s
workers combined old working-class tools--like unions and labor law--with
legislative gains from the civil and women's rights movements to help shore up
their prospects. Through close-up studies of workers' campaigns in shipbuilding,
textiles, retail, and service, Windham overturns widely held myths about labor's
decline, showing instead how employers united to manipulate weak labor law and
quash a new wave of worker organizing. Recounting how employees attempted
to unionize against overwhelming odds, Knocking on Labor's Door dramatically
refashions the narrative of working-class struggle during a crucial decade and
shakes up current debates about labor's future. Windham's story inspires both
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hope and indignation, and will become a must-read in labor, civil rights, and
women's history.
In this comprehensive, wide-ranging analysis, Susan Lehrer investigates the
origins of protective labor legislation for women, exposing the social forces that
contributed to its passage and the often contradictory effects it had on those it
was designed to protect. A rapidly expanding female work force is prompting both
employers and society to rethink attitudes and policies toward working women.
Lehrer provides critical insight into current issues affecting female
employees—pay equity, equal rights, maternity—that have their roots in past
debates about and present realities affecting women workers. Protective labor
laws enacted from 1905 to 1925 had the effect of delimiting the position of
working women. Lehrer examines the relationship between women’s work in the
labor force and domestic labor, and the reasons why the government was
interested in regulating this relationship. Focusing on the dual need for a
continuing labor force (women as producers of children) and cheap labor (women
in low-paying jobs), she demonstrates the way in which social reforms worked to
the advantage of capitalism even though they materially aided subordinate
classes. The principal groups considered herein are social reform organizations
(suffragists and the Women’s Trade Union League), organized labor (AFL,
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ILGWU, printing trades’ unions), and employers’ associations (National
Association of Manufacturers and the National Civic Federation). Considered
together, this book provides a broad and detailed picture of the forces involved in
the issues of protective labor legislation.
Founded in 1919 along with the League of Nations, the International Labour
Organization (ILO) establishes labor standards and produces knowledge about the
world of work, serving as a forum for nations, unions, and employer associations.
Before WWII, it focused on enhancing conditions for male industrial workers in
Western, often imperial, economies, while restricting the circumstances of women's
labors. Over time, the ILO embraced non-discrimination and equal treatment. It now
promotes fair globalization, standardized employment and decent work for women in
the developing world. In Making the Woman Worker, Eileen Boris illuminates the ILO's
transformation in the context of the long fight for social justice. Boris analyzes three
ways in which the ILO has classified the division of labor: between women and men
from 1919 to 1958; between women in the global south and the west from 1955 to
1996; and between the earning and care needs of all workers from 1990s to today.
Before 1945, the ILO focused on distinguishing feminized labor from male workers,
whom the organization prioritized. But when the world needed more women workers,
the ILO (a UN agency after WWII) highlighted the global differences in women's work,
began to combat sexism in the workplace, and declared care work essential to
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women's labor participation. Today, the ILO enters its second century with a mission to
protect the interests of all workers in the face of increasingly globalized supply chains,
the digitization of homework, and cross-border labor trafficking. As Boris shows, the
ILO's treatment of women is a window into the modern history of labor. The historic
relegation of feminized labor to the part-time, short-term, and low-waged prefigures the
future organization of work. The labor force is increasingly self-employed and working
as long as possible--a steep price for flexibility--with minimal governmental oversight.
How we treat workers in the next century will inevitably build upon evolving ideas of the
woman worker, shaped significantly through the ILO.
This book brings together for the first time the work of many of the leading scholars in
the field of Middle East working-class history. Using historical material from nineteenthcentury Syria, late Ottoman Anatolia, republican Turkey, Egypt from the late nineteenth
century through the Sadat period, Iran before and after the overthrow of the Shah, and
Ba`thist Iraq, the authors explore different forms and interpretations of working-class
identity, action, and organization as expressed in language, culture, and behavior. In
addition, they examine different narratives of labor history and the place of workers in
their respective national histories. Included are articles by Feroz Ahmad, Assef Bayat,
Joel Beinin, Edmund Burke III, Dipesh Chakrabarty, Eric Davis, Ellis Goldberg, Kristin
Koptiuch, Zachary Lockman, Marsha Pripstein Posusney, Donald Quataert, and Sherry
Vatter. The book provides not only an introduction to the "state of the field" in Middle
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East working-class history but also demonstrates how that field is being influenced by
the new paradigms which are transforming labor history and social history more broadly
worldwide. It also opens the way for fruitful comparisons among Middle Eastern
countries and between the Middle East and other parts of the world.
Since the financial crisis of 2008 and the global popular protests of 2011, more people
have begun to wonder and speculate: what’s next for civilization? The economic,
social, and political status quo seems unsustainable, but what can emerge to take its
place? In this book, a historian examines the past and present to argue that the seeds
of a more humane society are already being planted, on local and international scales.
Whether they will bear fruit depends, ultimately, on grassroots initiative. Focusing on
the new worker cooperative movement in the West, this study not only contains the first
systematic discussion of the solidarity economy in the light of Marxist theory; it also
introduces a major revision of Marxism that both updates it for the twenty-first century
and illuminates our historical moment. It includes an analysis of the history of
cooperatives in the U.S., showing where they went wrong and how we can correct their
past mistakes. It has a case-study of the successful new worker-owned business New
Era Windows in Chicago, which has been celebrated internationally for its defiance of
conventional paradigms. And it shows a way out of the age-old conflict between
Marxism and anarchism, arguing that both are more relevant now than they have ever
been. Which is to say: a gradualist “revolution” is, for the first time, within the realm of
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possibility.
How the law harms sex workers—and what they want instead Do you have to endorse
prostitution in order to support sex worker rights? Should clients be criminalized, and
can the police deliver justice? In Revolting Prostitutes, sex workers Juno Mac and Molly
Smith bring a fresh perspective to questions that have long been contentious. Speaking
from a growing global sex worker rights movement, and situating their argument firmly
within wider questions of migration, work, feminism, and resistance to white supremacy,
they make it clear that anyone committed to working towards justice and freedom
should be in support of the sex worker rights movement.
This is a book on how and why workers come together. Almost coincident with its
inception, worker organisation is a central and enduring element of capitalism. In the
19th and 20th centuries’ mobilisation by workers played a substantial role in reshaping
critical elements of these societies in Europe, North America, Australasia and
elsewhere including the introduction of minimum labour standards (living wage rates,
maximum hours etc), workplace safety and compensation laws and the rise of welfare
state more generally. Notwithstanding setbacks in recent decades, worker organisation
represents a pivotal countervailing force to moderate the excesses of capitalism and is
likely to become even more influential as the social consequences of rising global
inequality become more manifest. Indeed, instability and periodic shifts in the
respective influence of capital and labour are endemic to capitalism. As formal
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institutions have declined in some countries or unions outlawed and severely repressed
in others, there has been growing recognition of informal strike activity by workers and
wider alliances between unions and community organisations in others. While such
developments are seen as new they aren’t. Indeed, understanding of worker
organisation is often ahistorical and even those understandings informed by historical
research are, this book will argue, in need of revision. This book provides a new
perspective on and new insights into how and why workers organise, and what shapes
this organisation. The Origins of Worker Mobilisation will be key reading for scholars,
academics and policy makers the fields of industrial relations, HRM, labour economics,
labour history and related disciplines.
The Origins of Worker MobilisationAustralia 1788-1850Routledge
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